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* Check: 3 chairs are placed on the board (active squares) to start.
* Randomly select an active square to become the master (e5)
 - 100% power to master (e5). 
 - 75% power to active squares closest to master (none).
 - 50% power to active squares 2 squares from master (c4).
 - 25% power to active squares 3 squares from master (b2)
 - 0% power to remaining active squares.
* If: master chair is removed; randomly select a new master with     
   remaining active squares.
* Randomly select a new master from active squares after 1   
   minute of being active.

The 'Tepid Circle' chairs are an experiment that use heat to represent and to some extent direct social 
situations. The concept is inspired by the dynamic nature of social interaction on the street. The warmth (or 
tepid) temperatures represent the 'ideal' social situation which varies from person to person. A 'Master 
Chair' will be randomly selected and warmed up; the closer the surrounding chairs are to the Master's 
epicentre the warmer they will become too. After a period of time a new Master chair will be chosen.

Each chair contains a hot plate, a chamber to contain the heat and heat conductive upholstery to coat the 
surface. Upon command; the hot plate will be turned on to a specific power and the chair will be heated.

The chairs would ideally use infra-red proximity sensors to detect how close they are from each other, 
however this technology is difficult to utilise in such a short space of time. Instead the chairs will have a +/- 
copper connection which can directly connect to a +/- copper panel on the floor to complete a circuit. The 
circuit leads to an 'Arduino' processing board which will detect which squares are active and initiate a 
sequence as if the proximity sensor existed...
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